
SCRIBE REPORT RUN #1568  

Saturday 20 February, 2016

Hares: The Mighty Quin, Murkury,

Billy Boy, Dr. Fucking Jekyll 

phuket-hhh.com

Total Pack: 93 PH3: 78 New Members: 1 Virgins: 4 Visitors: 8 Visiting Hashers: 2

The GM got the Hares in the circle which was on
a building site in Rawai, in the foothills of the
Kata Hill-East. Mighty Quinn asked what (VH)
stood for? As the runners and walkers ran into
each other due to the paper been laid like a
Catherine Wheel the GM told him that in his case
(VH) stands for...VACANT HALFWIT !...As a
Virgin Hare he can't get Hash Shit. Surely rules
can be bent a little?

RETURNERS in...Six including our Ex (and
Cartoon's Ex) Minnie Mouse!

VIRGINS in...Just 2, French daughter and Mom, showing plenty of tit and about to show much more 
thanks to Fungus's watering!

VISITING HASHER..Hole Patrol from the USA...welcome to Phuket, Thailand, PLENTY OF 
PATROLLING HERE!

RUN OFFENSES...Manneken Pis calls in me and my tart Pole Position for having a row on the Run, 
all cos I wouldn't take our dog as I was stuffed, thanks to Mighty Quinn and his fucking Catherine 
Wheel test! Gorgeous gets in What-A-Rat as they were reccing together and he managed to get 
Gorgeous shattered....Hash Shit warning! Fungus calls in Mighty Quinn as he had sent him 32 emails 
about his Haring duties and asked what (VH) stood for...now you know MQ! Anal Grapes gets in MQ 
as he pointed out there was paper all over the place with Hashers bumping into each other amongst the 
trees! Manneken Pis told MQ to stay where he was...MQ had told him to ask for help for his first 
Hare....but whoever it was, tell them that HE is the LEAD Hare and HE makes the decisions ...well that
turned out well! SADG gets in MQ and tells us that MQ went out on his bike and asked SADG if he 
had seen ANY paper? Twice Nightly gets in Dandy La Root as they were lost together and she asked 
him what his GPS says....it says were lost luv! No Hope calls for the Thai girl who was wearing tight, 
tight jeans and says he was following her up the hill and could not concentrate on anything other than 
her arse...loose jeans please, we don't want any accidents! Bullet Rash calls in the Hares..why was there
chalk arrow marks on the village road AND PAPER? Fungus calls in Top Off as TO tripped over a 
banana leaf and then cry's out BARBED WIRE! 

STEWARD...Bollox...tells us he should educate the masses on the art of speaking good and better 
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English...like wot he duss! So he calls in SADG, Manneken Pis, Top Off, Dandy La Root and our Hash 
Visitor Yank, Hole Patrol to help with some tongue twisters.....

Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled peppers...
I saw Susie sitting in a shoe shine shop...
I am not the pheasant plucker...
One smart fellow; he felt smart...
I'm not the fig plucker...
Mrs Puggy Wuggy has a square  cut punt...  these little ditties proved a tad bit difficult and 
caused lots of laughter!

Bollox finished off with a great song..Caviar comes from the virgin Sturgeon, the virgin Sturgeon is a 
very fine fish!...Another great spot...we will miss you Bollox, when you GET A JOB! 

EDDIE THE CHIP...chips in with his own song..Davy Crocket..Davie, Davie Crocket, syphilis and 
gonorrhea...thanks Eddie, I think!

HBYC...Dr Fucking Jekyll is 70 today.....HBYC!

RUN SHIRTS....someone forgot a most important 1,000 Run shirt...who's can it be...come next week 
to find out!

NEW MEMBER/NAME...A French cunt who likes the dark side of Phuket..Kathoey Hunter is born!

HARES in...Now much has been written about
Mighty Quinn and his Vacant Halfwit status..well
VH cannot be given Hash Shit so the next best is
the twat that helped him..our Run Master
Manneken Pis...HASH SHIT! Our GM closed the
circle!

ON ON, NOT CLEAVER
SEE YOU ALL NEXT WEEK.


